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-17,079 CO- SHS. 
GIANT PROJECT DRILL RESULTS - Piem Lebcl, president, reports 

Impend Metals Coip. rcfently completed eight holes totalling 4.559 feet and collected 41 
continuous channel samples from surface outcrop of mineralized 
breccia at the 100%-owned Giant Co~aer  Drwrtv. located 40 irm. , 
southeast of How. southwest B S A l I  but two holes intersected 
significant intervals of copper, gold. sllver and molybdenum. 

The objective of the two-phase program was to move the 
property to tbe mine feasibility stage by expanding the main ore 

breccia and stockworks. This results in local zones of high grade8 io 
association with loGer oi. more moderate pdo ' similar b the 
distribution is seen in the Sleeper Mine, northwest Nevada. Since 
the higher grade zones are smaller than the moderate grade zoned, it 
is difficult dnll the high y ade and assess the economic impact 

The overall results are considered significant Management will 
evaluate all results to plan additiond drilling in 1996. (SEE GCNL 
NO. 188.29Sept95, P.4 FOR - PREVIOUS STRIKE DATA) 
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Hole 4 was lost short of target depth in a strong fault and hole 7 
' 

intkected strong alteration without sipdicant mineralization. 
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